Benefits of Using RFID for Regulatory Compliance
Because of RFID’s success in tracking the physical location and movement of assets and inventory, its value for
compliance to a company adds a big number on the plus side of the column.
The Netc EmbraceRF Tape Tracking System helps track the entire life cycle of your data tape assets: their
deployment, auditing, movement and decommissioning. It monitors the "chain of custody" through the tape
library and offsite vaulting process. Essentially, Netc EmbraceRF makes it easier for companies to establish an
audit trail of ownership rights and physical location. This improves accounting for data tape assets, thereby
limiting data loss liability.
The benefits Netc EmbraceRF provides for regulatory compliance, alone, will probably not create a case for Return
on Investment (ROI). But the compliance piece should not be ignored when added to the many other benefits of
robust tape asset tracking solutions:
Better inventory control
Improved data tape asset accounting, tracking, control and auditing
Security of sensitive, high-value, high-vulnerability assets
Increased security for assets containing customer information
Advantages of Using RFID to Track Tape Assets
In addition to the benefits for regulatory compliance, an RFID solution that automatically tracks, controls and
manages tape assets also provides these advantages:
Faster, more accurate and timely tape library audits
Faster tape library moves and consolidations
Comprehensive asset histories and audit trails reduce errors in recording asset movements and statuses
Reduced asset loss or theft due to management alerts when assets aren’t where they should be
Automated processes that result in significant savings in time and labor costs
Management dashboards and reports to help monitor key performance indicators and tape location
Competitive advantage in marketplace
Netc EmbraceRF Tape Tracking System is an integrated, single-source, scalable RFID solution that will empower
you to achieve your data center tape management, auditing and regulatory compliance goals.
Please visit LabelArchitect.com or email sales@netcllc.com for more information.
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